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June 1, 2010

The Honorable Chief Justice and Justices of the Supreme Court of Texas:
On behalf of the Grievance Oversight Committee, I am pleased to submit the Committee's
2010 Report in accordance with this Honorable Court's Order Reconstituting the Grievance
Oversight Committee, Misc. Docket No. 06-9060.
The Committee again traveled the State throughout this past year in pursuit of input
about the grievance governance process. The GOC continues to believe nothing can replace
local visits in order to understand fully those processes that are working and those that need
improvement. We visited with members of the judiciary, the public, respondents’ counsel
and representatives of the scores of men and women who work in the system of
grievance governance.
I want to express our thanks for the opportunity to serve the Court, the citizens of
Texas and the legal profession. On behalf of the Committee, I want to thank Gaines
West, our Immediate-Past Chair, whose term expired merely one month before
submission of this report. Gaines’ leadership, dedication and participation
contributed significantly to the year-long preparation of this report. The GOC
continues to enjoy a close working relationship with the State Bar staff and we are
especially indebted to Don Jones for his continued invaluable assistance to the Committee,
as well as, the assistance we have received from Jennifer Reames.
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Should you require, the GOC will be available to discuss this report with the Court,
or answer any questions the Court might have concerning our comments and
recommendations. Again, thank you for the privilege of serving the Court in this important
undertaking.
Respectfully submitted,

Judy Sebesta
Public Member
Chairperson, 2010

cc:
Roland Johnson, Esq., President, State Bar of Texas
Terry Tottenham, Esq., President-elect, State Bar of Texas
David Fisher, Esq., Chairman of the Board of the State Bar of Texas
Betty Blackwell. Esq., Chair, Commission for Lawyer Discipline
Linda Acevedo, Esq., Chief Disciplinary Counsel
W. Clark Lea, Esq., Chair, Board of Disciplinary Appeals
Lisa Tatum, Chair, State Bar Board Discipline & Client-Attorney Assistance
Committee
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2010 REPORT TO THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS
GRIEVANCE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE

History and Scope of the Report:
With the filing of this 2010 Report, the Grievance Oversight Committee (the “Committee”
or "GOC") completes its fourth reporting year since being reconstituted. The history of the
Committee is detailed in our 2007 Report, and anyone not familiar with our history may
refer to that report.
The Committee travels throughout the State each month of the year to meet with local and
state bar leaders, grievance governance volunteers, judges and the public. It is an intense
process that requires each member to draw on his or her substantial experience in the
grievance system to question and evaluate the answers and comments we receive.
Throughout the year the GOC meets with representatives from every segment of the
grievance governance system as required by the order from the Court. The GOC reviews
annual reports and asks hard questions. The GOC is not an audit committee, and we
have no regulatory oversight authority. Our mission is to review and evaluate the
grievance system and then report what we see and hear to the Court. This 2010
Report includes updates and further recommendations to our comments made in
previous reports, as well as new topics brought to our attention.
Throughout this process the GOC continues to find the dialogue that ensues shapes and
changes the grievance system for the better. Seeking no credit for changes, the goal is
to continue to ask hard questions and evaluate the answers we get and then report on
what we see and hear to our one constituent, the Supreme Court of Texas. Our job is to
make recommendations to the Court based on our constant review of the grievance
system. The Court is tasked with running this grievance system, and we enjoy the role
and the privilege they have given us to inform them.

Access to the Grievance System:
The GOC commented in its 2008 GOC Report, on some of the unfortunate consequences
of the consolidation and closing of Chief Disciplinary Counsel (“CDC”) offices. During
that year, the GOC heard from communities other than the large metropolitan areas
regarding this issue. These communities believed that the consolidation and closing of
CDC offices adversely affected them for different reasons. For example, these areas
believed they were underserved and that the closing of the CDC offices negatively
impacted the ability of complainants to address their concerns about their
representation. A contributing factor was that complainants no longer had the ease of
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accessing a local CDC field office or representative. Most importantly, complainants
did not have access to an actual person. The GOC believes this lack of personal
communication with a “live person” has contributed to the decline in grievance filings.
Although the State Bar of Texas (“SBOT”) increased the ability to access information
through the various means of technology, such access is not necessarily true for rural
areas and small communities where a significant percentage of the population does not
have access nor skills to take advantage of these new services. Further complicating
matters is that a significant number of complainants may not speak or write the English
language. Through numerous interviews with grievance committee members, bar
leaders, and district judges, their collective opinions were that for a vast group of
potential complainants comprehending their rights was significantly reduced by the
consolidation and elimination of field offices. In 2008, the GOC recommended the
Commission and the CDC consider reevaluating their ability to provide alternative
methods of supplying services to these impacted areas. Mindful of the costs associated
with reopening local field offices, the GOC recommended that the CDC and the
Commission for Lawyer Discipline (the “Commission”) find a way to provide more
local services to these underserved areas.
It is well documented that although the number of licensed attorneys continues to
increase on a yearly basis, the number of grievances filed continues to decrease. In the
2008 Report, the GOC noted that the lack of local field offices in underserved areas
could have been a significant factor that led to a lower number of grievances being filed
in those areas. The GOC commented that further scrutiny into the issue, through
statistical analysis and investigation, was warranted.
Since the closing of the local field offices, in South Texas for example, local legal service
organizations have seen an increase in the need to assist in requests for information and
assistance from potential complainants. This increase appears to be an unintended
consequence of reduced access to the grievance system after closing local field offices.
Further, this unintended consequence has shifted some of the responsibility of serving
complainants from the CDC and the Commission to the already overburdened local
legal service organizations.
Based on conversations with those in the legal service system, it is common for
individuals seeking services regarding grievance filing to be frustrated by the inability
to visit with someone in person. Meeting someone in person who can answer questions
and assist in form-processing is extremely important to these individuals who may lack
technological sophistication and who may not be proficient in the English language.
Again, the lack of personal assistance due to the closing of local field offices has shifted
this responsibility to local legal services organizations.
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During our travels this year, the GOC continued to hear similar concerns from the rural
and small communities regarding the consolidation and closing of field offices. Two
common themes have emerged:
1. Consistent with the concerns expressed in 2008, the lack of field offices make it
difficult for individuals in underserved areas to have face-to-face assistance in
navigating the grievance process. In some areas, fact sheets and grievance
forms are provided to court personnel, but they are not easily accessible to
complainants.
2. Equally important is that the lack of field offices has removed the “face” of the
CDC from underserved areas. Without a local office, complainants find it
necessary to seek assistance from the local legal services organizations or
through the internet. As the disciplinary system increasingly relies upon
technology as the primary vehicle to educate the public and capture complaints,
access to the system by those without sufficient technological ability or access
will necessarily decrease.
Recommendation: The GOC recommends increasing public knowledge and
information regarding the grievance system through Public Service Announcements
(PSAs). Print advertisements and radio/television announcements, both in English and
Spanish, are options, as well as permanent, visible and accessible kiosks in courthouses
throughout the state to provide actual grievance forms in both English and Spanish
with instructions. Because the distribution of fact sheets and grievance forms to various
court personnel is inconsistent, the GOC recommends that the CDC and the Commission
work with the District Clerk’s Association, local legal aid associations and other such
groups to insure consistent availability.

Ex Parte Communications:
It has been brought to our attention that some panel members have inappropriately
contacted the CDC requesting advice or answers to various questions specific to filed
complaints. The GOC has been assured by the CDC that such inappropriate ex parte
communications are addressed in the training materials and are discouraged.
Recommendation: The GOC encourages the CDC to continue using their training
materials to stress the inappropriateness of this direct contact. The CDC staff should be
admonished not to enter into such discussions. Additionally, the existence of this
continued contact warrants the need for improved training materials providing more in
depth guidance to answering any questions that might arise.
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Removal of Impaired Grievance Committee Members:
The attorney grievance system of the State Bar of Texas is dependent upon the dedicated
and professional volunteer lawyers and members of the public who gratuitously give of
their time to serve on the various District Grievance Committees. The State Bar Board of
Directors’ Policy Manual outlines the duties, responsibilities, training and procedures for
operation of grievance committees and panels. Further, the Policy Manual provides the
procedures for the nomination, appointment and removal of grievance committee
members. As a general rule, the District Directors nominate and the State Bar President
appoints grievance committee members. Likewise, the President with the concurrence of
the applicable Director(s) may remove a grievance committee member.
During the travels of the GOC throughout the state and discussions with various groups, the
GOC found that most, if not all, grievance committee members find their service on panels
to be both rewarding and enjoyable. On rare occasions, dedication to service can morph
into a sense of entitlement, and it becomes necessary to remove a grievance committee
member involuntarily. Section 6.04.11 (Removal of Grievance Committee Members) of the
Policy Manual provides the guidance and authority for the removal of grievance committee
members. In summary, the Policy Manual provides that the President may remove a
member for “cause” or shall remove a member for certain convictions. Section 6.04.11
defines six categories for a “cause” removal.
Conspicuously missing as a ground for removal is the impairment of a member. Often in
the case of impairment, the effected person may not fully appreciate his or her infirmity or
limitations. It has been brought to the attention of the GOC that subsequent to
appointment there have been grievance committee members who became impaired. By
necessity, the impacted chairs have developed various “work arounds” to address the
situation. The GOC recommends that the SBOT implement changes to the Policy Manual to
add a third category authorizing the President to remove a grievance committee member
for impairment and providing a definition for impairment. The GOC recommends adding a
third category as opposed to adding a seventh provision for “cause” in order to avoid any
unjustified stigma associated with removing a member for “cause.”
Recommendation: The GOC recommends the following amendment to Section 6.04.11 of
the State Bar Board of Directors’ Policy Manual:
6.04.11 Removal of Grievance Committee Members. The President may remove, for cause
or for impairment, grievance committee members, with the concurrence of the Director or
the majority of the Directors in whose District the grievance committee member serves. The
President shall remove from a grievance committee any member who during his or her term
of service has been convicted of a misdemeanor involving theft, a felony, or a crime involving
moral turpitude. The Chief Disciplinary Counsel shall keep the Commission, the President,
and the appropriate Director(s) informed as to any problems with either attendance or
performance of grievance committee members.
“Cause” for the purpose of recommending the removal of a grievance committee member
shall include:
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(A) when a member has two absences from meetings of the grievance
committee or panel thereof within any twelve‐month period;
(B) when a member of a committee neglects or breaches the duties for that
office;
(C) when a sanction has been imposed on a lawyer committee member
during the term of service;
(D) when it is learned that a member made a material misrepresentation
regarding his or her eligibility to serve;
(E) when it is learned that a member is or has become ineligible to serve; or
(F) when a member is charged with or indicted for a misdemeanor
involving theft, a felony, or a crime involving moral turpitude.
“Impairment” for the purpose of recommending the removal of a grievance committee
member means any physical, mental or emotional inability to appropriately carry out
his or her responsibilities as a grievance committee member.

Dispute Resolution:
The GOC stated in our 2008 report that there was conflicting information about the
availability of dispute resolution without a hearing. Respondents’ counsel suggested
such a resolution is a welcome and successful option, when offered. The GOC
continues to hear inconsistent reports from grievance committee members and the
CDC about the use of such dispute resolution.
The GOC suggested that if rule changes were needed to offer dispute resolution, then
we would support them. The GOC thinks there are some clear advantages to early
dispute resolution in the process. Some with whom we have met suggested an
option to enter into an agreement with both parties to place the critical time line in
abeyance in order to pursue dispute resolution. Others have said the ability to
schedule a meeting with the complainant, the respondent and the CDC before the
summary disposition would be helpful. Members of grievance committees with
whom the GOC has met see value in dispute resolution, not just during the
evidentiary phase, but earlier in the process.
Recommendation: The GOC recommends, while not going back to a prior grievance
system, some dispute resolution options be a part of the grievance system.
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Ombudsman:
The GOC, in its 2007 Report recommended the establishment of an ombudsman office or
position to help complainants with issues involving complaint filing.
The GOC
recommended the ombudsman’s office not be in a reporting line of responsibility to the
CDC, the Commission for Lawyer Discipline, or the Board of Disciplinary Appeals, but
rather that the DCAAP Committee of the Bar Board consider the creation and staffing of an
ombudsman office or position. In several of the responses to the 2007 Report, the GOC was
informed that such office exists within the Chief Disciplinary Counsel’s Office.
Having been so informed, the GOC in its 2008 Report, looked at how the Ombudsman’s
position was used within the CDC. The CDC indicated the ombudsman responds to public
complaints primarily after a grievance had been dismissed. Based on the GOC’s review of
letters and responses to questionnaires provided by the CDC, the GOC noted a high degree
of dissatisfaction by complainants whose complaints were summarily dismissed. The 2008
Report expressed the GOC’s belief that the intake process should be made more responsive
at the front end when complaints are initially filed. The GOC’s concept of “ombudsman” is
an individual who assists complainants outside the CDC system to access, understand and
participate in the grievance system.
The ombudsman within the CDC’s office does assist potential complainants who are sight
impaired or have some other disability in the preparation and filing of complaints.
Likewise, the ombudsman will provide guidance in general terms, i.e. it is not necessary to
cite a particular rule of conduct or use the language of the rule. This assistance appears to
be administrative, not substantive. The GOC has been told the ombudsman also receives
numerous calls from complainants, investigates issues raised by the calls, and prepares
written findings when warranted. Again, this process appears to take place after the filing
of the complaint. When there is a finding of no just cause or a summary dismissal,
complainants are referred to the Client‐Attorney Assistance Program (CAAP) by the CDC.
The GOC has been informed that the ombudsman is also responsible for handling the Client
Security Fund, a significant responsibility in itself. Likewise, the GOC has learned that the
CDC staff expends a significant amount of time addressing complainants’ concerns about
the grievance process.
Recommendation: The GOC appreciates the efforts of the CDC and the ombudsman, both
for the work they perform and for their forthright responses to the GOC inquiries. The
GOC, however, continues to believe the position of ombudsman should be disassociated
from the CDC with its only responsibility being to the public in any and all aspects of the
grievance system.
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Respondents’ Counsel
This year, to capture the respondents counsel perspective, the GOC asked Jim McCormack
to prepare a memorandum to address issues of particular concern based on his
experiences in representing counsel who find themselves in the grievance system. Mr.
McCormack’s memorandum is attached to this report. His comments are similar to some
observations made by the Committee, but ultimately his comments are his own and do not
necessarily represent the viewpoint of the Committee. The GOC believes that providing a
forum for these opinions is a healthy exercise and one that will provide an important voice
in the dialogue concerning grievance governance issues.

Accolades:
In previous reports, it has been customary for the GOC to recognize many individuals who
have been an exemplary part of the system of grievance review and processes. This year
the GOC wants to thank Justice David Medina, who made himself available to us throughout
this past year as the Court’s liaison. The GOC is also pleased that Justice Don Willett is our
new liaison on the Court for the coming year. The GOC appreciates his interest in the
grievance system and the work of the Committee.
As a committee, the GOC will certainly feel the void created by the term expiration of our
Immediate‐Past Chair, Gaines West. Gaines’ leadership over these past years, including the
2007 reconfirmation of the value of the Supreme Court’s Grievance Oversight Committee,
cannot go without special recognition. Many thanks to Gaines for his innovations and
openness to consider any option to make the grievance system better and for creating
dialogue amongst the many entities that make up the body of the Texas system of grievance
governance.
It is difficult to single out the many individuals whose contributions continue to be
responsive to the needs of an ever growing and changing grievance system. Therefore, the
GOC thanks all who met with us during the year from around the State, to the many
participants of the grievance governance system – both attorney and public members –
who have volunteered their time to policing this profession. The GOC will continue to
assist in the pursuit of a better grievance governance system, and it is to this goal that the
Grievance Oversight Committee will continue to dedicate itself.
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